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Part I: Massachusetts Farm to Institution Programs

Introduction

Farm to Institution programs seek to link institutional food service purchasers to local farmers, and have grown considerably throughout the country and throughout the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in the last decade. Programs are generally operated by non-profits, institutions such as schools or hospitals, or local or regional governments or departments. According to advocacy groups, the first documented “Farm to School” program began in Santa Monica, California in 1996 (Community Food Security Coalition, School Food FOCUS, & National Farm to School Network, 2010). By 2001, there were 6 documented programs in the United States, 400 programs by 2004, and 2,350 programs by 2011 (Community Food Security Coalition, 2012). The National Farm to School Network reports that in 2012 there were 2,571 programs in all 50 states, involving 10,217 schools and 2,470 school districts (2012).

Farm to Institution (FtI) programs have been inspired by a range of motivations including: to provide consumers of institutional meals nutrition education and access to fresher, more appetizing, and more healthful meal options in order to combat nutrition-related illness and disease; to provide a new market for farmers; to spur local economic growth by increasing the scale of locally-grown sales; and to improve the environmental sustainability of the food system (i.e., cutting down on “food miles” or limiting pesticide use). FtI programs may provide support to any of the participants in the supply chain – from the end consumer and the institution where they eat their meal, to the farmer. Nationally, FtI programs began in public elementary and secondary schools, and have subsequently spread to private schools, colleges, universities, pre-schools, hospitals, nursing homes, and group homes.

In 2002, the Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resources (MDAR) sponsored a farm-to-college event at Tufts University, which resulted in an Institutional Sales Task Force under then-Commissioner of Agriculture Jay Healy. The Task Force supported Massachusetts’ colleges and private schools to purchase locally grown produce. By the fall of 2003 budget cuts at MDAR eliminated staffing for the Task Force, but the Mass. School Food Service Association (now called Mass. School Nutrition Association) had hired the former MDAR staff person to do a one year grant-funded farm to school pilot project with five public school districts. The former staff person founded the Massachusetts Farm to School Project (MFTSP) in 2004.

MFTSP has been at the forefront of the national FtI trend, and has contributed to a particularly robust landscape of programs in the Commonwealth. MFTSP was the first entity in Massachusetts devoted exclusively to “connect[ing] farms and institutions to improve access to locally grown foods and strengthen our local economy” (MFTSP, 2012). Over the course of the eight subsequent school years, Massachusetts Public School Districts’ participation in Farm to School programs increased from 1% in 2004-2005, to 44% in 2011-2012 (Erwin, 2012). This increase in the percent
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Figure 1. Mass. Public School District Farm to School Participation 2004-2012 (Erwin, 2012; DOE, 2012)
and nutrition organizations, municipal farm to institution programs, economic development and government agencies, school food service staff and farmers, as well as individuals in communities around the Commonwealth.

Despite the increase in number of FtI programs and the volume of product sold, it is not yet clear how or whether these programs necessarily deliver all of the benefits attributed to them. Massachusetts’ diverse and deep offering of FtI programs makes it an ideal environment in which to study how different FtI programs may achieve these benefits. In particular, this paper will provide the research foundation needed to analyze the market structures under which the claims that FtI contributes significantly to increased revenues to regional farmers.

This paper reviews the varied origins and goals of Massachusetts FtI programs, describes the institutional wholesale markets for regionally grown differentiated products, and summarizes the current market and suggests topics for future research, based on currently available data. In addition to the review of relevant published and publicly available literature, the author conducted interviews and reviewed internal organizational documents.

This paper is not intended to be an exhaustive survey of all Farm to Institution programs in Massachusetts, but an outline of the markets that underlie these programs.

**Origins and Goals**

Farm to Institution programs have been inspired by a wide range of goals and pursued by a variety of organizations. The major proponents of FtI programs in Massachusetts have been:

- Nutritionists, food access and public health advocates,
- Organizations that advocate for regional economic development, and
- Organizations that support farmers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Massachusetts FtI Support Entities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agricultural Business Associations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm Bureau Agricultural Preservation Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass. Fruit Growers Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association of College and University Food Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food Service Associations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Nutrition Association of MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&quot;Buy Local&quot; Non-Profits</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkshire Grown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast Harvest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeastern Mass. Agricultural Partnership (SEMAP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Involved in Sustaining Agriculture (CISA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Childhood Health &amp; Nutrition</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass. Public Health Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Bread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care Without Harm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic Development</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franklin County Community Development Corporation (FCCDC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Farm to Institution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Bread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass. Farm to School Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield Farm to Preschool and Families Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass. Dept. of Agricultural Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass. Dept. of Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USDA Rural Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Massachusetts FtI Support Entities of public school students in Massachusetts who are served local food is shown in Figure 1, along with the concurrent rise in the percent of schools that adopt preferential purchasing of local foods in their school food service budgets (MFTSP, 2012). In 2013, MFTSP became a subsidiary of Project Bread, a non-profit organization that assists those in need of food.

MFTSP also reports increases in programs in hospitals, pre-schools, private schools, colleges and universities in the Commonwealth (Leib, 2012). A list of the entities that joined MFTSP to promote FtI programs in Massachusetts is listed in Table 1 – they include agricultural business associations, non-profit “Buy Local” advocacy organizations, childhood health

*Farm to Institution Markets in Massachusetts*
Environmental sustainability does not appear to have been a primary driver of FtI programs in Massachusetts, and this paper will not address environmental goals. This section will offer a brief review of the origins and goals of FtI programs like those in Massachusetts, and the state of current research that seeks to demonstrate the links between them.

**Nutrition and Access to Healthful Foods**

Evidence that nutrition and health are closely linked has motivated nutritionists, public health professionals, and other food access advocates to implement preventative measures that combat nutrition and diet-related illnesses. It is not surprising that institutional food service is seen as an ideal mechanism through which more healthful meals can be offered to at-risk populations in schools, hospitals, nursing homes and other public or quasi-public settings (Briefel et al., 2009; Cohen, et al., 2012; Conner et. al, 2012). Institutional food service providers frequently supply basic sustenance to consumers who are considered to be members of at-risk populations for nutrition-related illness or disease, such as obesity or diabetes, and who may lack access to healthful foods (Briefel et al. 2009, Cohen et al. 2012; Gordon, et al., 2009; Hawkes, 2009). This subsection will outline the proposal that increased regional foods in institutional settings can improve health outcomes.

FtI is not considered to be effective to reduce nutrition-related disease and illness as a stand-alone program; FtI programs are pursued as one component of broad-based health interventions for at-risk populations (Cohen, et al. 2012). Effective programs comprehensively address a number of the economic, psychological and behavioral issues that have been identified as barriers to healthful eating (Cohen, et al. 2012; Just, et al. 2008). For example, a comprehensive approach might offer a meal made with fresh produce from a local farmer with a subsidy to incentivize the purchase of healthful foods, a cooking class to promote the idea that healthful foods are satiating and taste good, a visit to a local farm to teach students where food comes from, and the removal of snack machines in cafeterias to help support new eating habits that include decreased consumption of less healthful foods. The comprehensive approach sources and procures healthful food; trains food service staff in nutrition and preparation of healthful foods; provides consumers with information about health and nutrition; offers healthful foods in a manner that encourages the selection of more healthful over less healthful foods; reduces the availability of less healthful foods; and tracks the actual consumption of healthful foods (Just, et al. 2008; Briefel, et al., 2009).

The multi-faceted nature of the comprehensive approach, in addition to the recent introduction of these programs, makes it difficult to isolate the importance of the role of FtI, in and of itself, in achieving these health and nutrition related goals. Health and nutrition-related studies that seek to verify the value of FtI programs in addressing these issues appear to be focused on Farm to School programs, as opposed to Farm to Hospital, or more general Farm to Cafeteria programs.

To demonstrate the value of FtI as a component of a comprehensive approach to improve health outcomes, one would need to demonstrate that regional foods are nutritionally superior or are more likely to be consumed than non-regional foods; that education about and increased access to regional foods is directly linked to the increased purchase and consumption of these foods; and that the increased consumption leads to a decrease in nutrition related diseases. This is obviously a high bar, and these links have not yet been conclusively demonstrated (Cohen, et al. 2012). The rest of the section will focus on the pieces of evidence that FtI programs can impact health and nutrition outcomes.

Farm to School programs operate under a specific set of constraints. These constraints bind school food service providers to work within very tight budgets, and adhere to an evolving landscape of nutritional requirements (Izumi, et al., 2010; Gordon, et al., 2009). Public and non-profit private schools
frequently participate in the National School Lunch Program (NSLP) and School Breakfast Program (SBP), which subsidize and provide USDA food for schools which offer free and reduced cost meals that meet the USDA’s dietary guidelines to eligible children (FNS, 2011). In addition, these schools may have access to Department of Defense (DOD) commodity foods (FNS, 2011). Meals subsidized under NSLP and SBP are available to students whose families are at or below 130 percent of the federal poverty level (free meals) and to students whose families are between 130 and 185 percent of the federal poverty level (reduced-price meals) (Fox et al., 2012). Many schools supplement meals offered via USDA and DOD programs with “competitive foods” - à la carte menu items, vending machines, school stores, snack bars, and fundraisers, which students pay for in cash (Gordon et al., 2009). These competitive foods are not required by the USDA to meet specific dietary guidelines, although in 2010 the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Legislature revised Chapter 197 to regulate competitive foods (Erwin, 2012).

The USDA’s dietary guidelines for NSLP and SBP have changed over the years as the understanding of the roles of different nutrients in a healthful childhood diet has improved (Fox et al., 2012). The most recent guidelines limit the intake of total fats, saturated fats, and sodium as well as recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA) or Dietary Reference Intakes (DRI) for vitamins and minerals. Meals offered in schools generally meet the dietary guidelines and NSLP nutritional requirements, but these requirements have not historically limited or specified guidelines regarding sodium, whole grains or fiber content, much less taste or palatability (Cho, et al., 2004; Clark, et al., 2009). The USDA’s Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) periodically conducts the School Nutrition Dietary Assessment (SNDA) to determine student nutrient intake, including both NSLP and SBP participants and non-participants. The most recent SNDA, which used a 24 hour student dietary recall along with 2004-2005 school menu reports, found that while the number of schools that offer more healthful meals has increased, “...Fewer than one-third of public schools offered and served school lunches that met the USDA standards for total fat (no more than 30 percent of calories) or saturated fat (less than 10 percent of calories)...” (Gordon et al., 2007).

Because many of these food service providers work on tight margins, often with significant public funding, school food service providers have prioritized meeting the NSLP nutritional requirements, at times by relying on low-cost inputs (Gordon, et al., 2009; Just, et al., 2008). The nutritional quality and palatability of meals prepared with these low-cost inputs has been questioned, and has fed the notion that more healthful meals would actually be consumed if better quality products were offered (Cho, et al., 2004).

Research that validates the role of regionally sourced fresh fruits and vegetables to achieve nutrition and public health goals is in its infancy, and reports that substantiate this role often rely on program-level case studies and survey data (Graham, et al., 2004; King, et al., 2010). Many non-peer reviewed studies indicate that consumption of fruits and vegetables may increase when local or regional foods are offered through farmer’s market salad bars or other farm to institution programs (Graham, et al., 2004). In 2007, Faith, Monatine, Allison and Baskin reviewed different ways that institutions can address the problems of food consumption and obesity by changing the food environment. Few of the reviewed studies presented sound evidence that increased access to healthful food had a direct impact on consumption or changes in consumption, though they found evidence that indicated that subsidies for healthful food products did increase the purchase of more healthful foods (Faith, et al. 2007). In some non-peer reviewed reports, the Faith et al. study is used to substantiate the link between increased access to -- and increased consumption of -- more healthful foods. The validity of this link begs further analysis that allows proper inference.

However, a recent study, published in 2012 in the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics,
analyzed the nutritional content of school meals offered through the Boston Chef Initiative compared with the nutritional content of traditional meals in control group schools that did not participate in the Chef Initiative program (Cohen, et al.). The Chef Initiative program funded four trained professional chefs to work in two public middle school cafeterias in Boston. The chefs worked with cafeteria staff to revise the school lunch menu in selected schools to offer more flavorful lunches while increasing whole grains, fruits and vegetables, and reducing sugar, salt, saturated fats, and trans fats, and to plan and train kitchen staff to prepare more nutritionally healthful meals. Meanwhile, two demographically comparable Boston public middle schools continued to offer the “traditional” school lunches as a control. Pre- and post- consumption weights of plates from these schools were compared to determine whether there was a difference in the quantity of the meal consumed. The results of this two-year plate-weight pilot study indicated that, compared to the control group that offered less healthful meals, when more healthful meals were offered to middle school students, a similar percentage of school meals were consumed, which resulted in higher overall consumption of more healthful foods (Cohen, et al. 2012). They hypothesized that a broad-based program designed to incorporate more healthful foods and improve palatability of school meals would not negatively impact the amount of food consumed was validated in this study. The study results supported this hypothesis, and Cohen et al. found no support for the contrary argument that students would eat less and waste more when healthy foods were served to them via this program.

The Chef Initiative study did not use regionally grown food explicitly. No study has demonstrated conclusively that regionally grown food is healthier. One frequently cited and cautiously presented article, published in the Journal of the American College of Nutrition in 2004, did conclude that there were real declines in certain nutrients (protein, calcium, phosphorus, iron, riboflavin and ascorbic acid) in garden crops between 1950 and 1999 (Davis, et al., 2004). The authors attribute these declines to the increased cultivation of high-yield varieties (Davis, et al., 2004). To the author’s knowledge, no comparable study of farm crops has been conducted, and no study has demonstrated that “local” or “regional” foods have higher nutritional value than other foods.

The Cohen et al. and Davis et al. studies are examples of the research currently being undertaken to identify how to fit the causal links proposed by those who advocate FIt programs to actual health outcomes. While these studies do not explicitly connect regionally grown food with health outcomes, they offer pieces of the puzzle. Understanding how, or whether, the pieces of a comprehensive campaign to prevent diet and nutrition related illness fit together, and the role that FIt plays in that campaign, will likely take many years. In the interim, public health professionals, nutritionists, and food access advocates continue to incorporate FIt programs as components of campaigns that introduce new, more healthful ways of eating to at-risk populations.

**High-Revenue Diversified Markets for Farmers**

Supporters of local and regional agriculture, including regional interest groups, non-profits and state departments of agriculture, advocate for FIt programs as a consistent high-revenue market for nearby farmers (Anderson, 2007; Conner et. al. 2012; Izumi et. al, 2010). Some supporters purport that the large scale of institutional food service providers offers access to a large market for direct sales of locally or regionally -based differentiated products with relatively small transaction costs, compared to direct retail sales to consumers or smaller wholesale purchasers such as grocery stores and restaurants (Conner et. al, 2012; King, et. al., 2010; Izumi, et al., 2010). The economic justification for the capacity of regional foods in the wholesale institutional market to deliver higher revenues to farmers thus depends upon:

a) whether the “short” supply chain is able to minimize transaction costs and deliver increased marginal revenues to farmers,
similar to those resulting from regional direct sales, and
b) whether the price premium for a regionally differentiated product is able to capture a large enough premium over traditional wholesale products to deliver a higher net revenue to farmers than other available markets (Brown et al., 2012; Feenstra et al., 2011; Low et al., 2010; Sexton, 2012).

This subsection will outline the proposal that farmers can increase revenues by selling to the institutional market.

Early Fti sales linked farmers to occasional wholesale direct sales at schools, often to prevent waste due to a bumper crop or a saturated market, or in a region where an export crop was already in abundance (King, et al., 2010; Izumi, et al., 2010). More consistent direct wholesale sales relationships followed, often coordinated by entities “outside” of the supply chain, including non-profits or state departments of agriculture (King, et al., 2010). As volume and regularity of sales increased, operational discrepancies between schools’ food procurement systems and farmers’ capacities became more problematic (Brayley, et al., 2012; Conner, et al., 2011; Feenstra, et al., 2011; Fitzsimmons, 2011; Leib 2012). Farmers do not always have the capacity to produce large enough quantities of a particular product for delivery at a particular time, the capacity to coordinate with other farmers to aggregate, the ability to lightly process or wash produce to meet food service expectations, the ability to offer online purchasing or become an approved vendor for school districts, or the ability to meet the rising bar for on-farm food safety precautions, for example. For farmers who do have the capacity to participate in direct sales to institutions, there is the potential to receive almost 100% of the sale price. However, transaction costs absorbed by farmers associated with direct sales are estimated in case studies to be between 13 -62% (King, et. al, 2010). As a result, Fti advocates have explored the addition of market intermediaries, such as wholesale aggregators, broadline or regional food distribution companies, to the supply chain, as these intermediaries’ capacities could fill the market gaps (Brayley, et al., 2012; Lieb, 2012).

Intermediaries can offer farmers and institutions with market services like orders, purchases, packaging, sanitation guarantees, delivery, and billing, which are more in line with a food service provider’s needs. The cost of these services must be absorbed by farmers and institutions. In addition to an estimated 15-25% purchase price markup to cover the transaction costs mentioned above, farmers can be required by intermediaries to meet stringent and expensive food safety liability insurance (FSLI) and on-farm sanitation guidelines like Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) that do not necessarily reflect the nature or scale of the farm (Feenstra, et al., 2011; King et.al. 2010; Erwin, 2012). In addition, the costs associated with transferring product information like the characteristics of the differentiated product -- farm’s identity, growing conditions, and sometimes the “local” quality of the product -- may be too high to be consistently communicated to the purchaser, and thus to the consumer (Feenstra, et al., 2011; King et. al. 2010; Erwin, 2012).

The exercise of market restraints, like FSLI, GAP, purchase minimums, and the capture of margins associated with them, is common in agricultural markets where downstream firms typically set contracts to protect food quality and safety (Sexton, 2012).

In the recent paper, “Market Power, Misconceptions, And Modern Agricultural Markets,” Richard Sexton writes that:

Market intermediaries, with even rather modest amounts of market power, can capture large shares of the benefits from policies intended to benefit farmers (2012).

While there is evidence that farmers who participate in direct-to-consumer sales are able to capture a higher share of the food dollar, whether farmers who participate in intermediated regional markets are
able to capture a similarly high portion of the food dollar is in question (Low & Vogel, et al., 2010). These realities challenge both the notion that FtI programs necessarily generate net revenues to farmers comparable to those seen in direct markets, as well as the idea that “regional” product differentiation necessarily generates a price premium to farmers (Izumi, et al., 2010; King, et al., 2010).

These challenges, however, do not preclude the possibility that there are other aspects to this market that do serve to increase revenues to farmers. To the extent that off-grade or surplus produce (smaller apples, peppers harvested at peak-season) are preferred by institutional buyers, these markets could be seen to offer farmers a premium price for their marginal (but still regionally differentiated) products (Fitzsimmons, 2011; King, et al., 2010). The willingness and capacity of institutional buyers to absorb transaction costs or otherwise augment benefits to farmers (such as promoting the farmer through school events) may bolster farmers’ revenues. In addition, participating in these markets clearly is a way that farmers can diversify their businesses, and revenues are not thought to be lower than in mainstream wholesale channels (King, et al., 2010). More relevant to an analysis of market structure, some studies suggest that there is in fact a premium available for regionally differentiated produce, and that some market structures are more likely than others to preserve this premium for pass through to farmers (Brown, et al., 2012; Feenstra, et al., 2011; King, et al., 2010). These concepts are explored in more depth in the sections below.

There has been some indication that institutional sales in Massachusetts can be profitable to farmers. The Massachusetts Farm to School Project commissioned telephone surveys with farmers who sold institutions in 2008 and 2010 to inquire about the impact of FtI sales on farmers’ profits (Adams, 2011). The survey results describe Massachusetts farmers’ understanding of the profitability and role of FtI sales. The 2010 survey asked farmers who sold to institutions about:

- Gross income from institutional sales
- Whether the sales to institutions were profitable (Yes, No, Somewhat)
- What percent of total annual product sales were institutional sales, if known
- Whether the farmer sold to a distributor that sells to institutions

The survey had a 68% response rate; 73 farmers completed the survey. Of these 73, 56% sold exclusively through direct sales to institutions, 14% sold both directly to institutions and through distributors to institutions, and 3% sold exclusively through distributors to institutions. About 27% of the respondents did not sell to institutions in 2010.

Of those farmers who sold directly to institutions, 55% indicated that FtI sales were profitable, 27% indicated that FtI sales were somewhat profitable, 14% indicated that FtI sales were not profitable, and 4% did not know whether FtI sales were profitable. Profitability responses from farmers who sold exclusively to distributors were not reported, and the profitability for farmers who sold both through distributors and directly to institutions did not indicate whether one supply chain contributed more or less to profitability than the other.
About 91% of respondents who sold to institutions estimated gross income and the percentage of gross income from FtI sales. All of these respondents indicated that less than 50% of gross sales were institutional sales, about 19% indicated that FtI sales accounted for 10-50% of gross sales, and 81% indicated less than 10% of gross sales were FtI sales. Dollar amounts for income from sales to institutions were provided by 79% of respondents and totaled $1.32 million for the 2009-2010 school year. While the average income from FtI sales, based on these results, is about $31,474 per farm, the author of the report notes that correcting for a few outlying farms with large reported FtI sales puts the per farm average sales at $5,753 per farm.

The report also noted some farmers’ comments. Farmers noted the trade-offs between costs associated with FtI sales and the profitability of these sales, the non-economic benefits of FtI sales such as community “exposure”, the role of FtI sales in stabilizing seasonal income streams, the personal value of helping feed schoolchildren, and the “premium” nature of the product sold.

In the language of economics and market structure, these comments and the survey results identify a need to understand the relationships between profitability of direct sales and intermediated sales, the trade-offs associated with added transaction costs, the market value of the differentiated product, and the motivations beyond profit for farmers who sell to institutions.

**Local Food as Economic Development**

Recently, public officials and economic development organizations joined regional and local FtI advocates, who emphasize the role of agriculture in local and regional economic development (Izumi, et al., 2010). The idea that there are multiplier effects created from the purchase of local products flows from the idea that money is kept in circulation within a region, as opposed to flowing out of the region (King, et al., 2010). This would occur, as O’Hara and Pirog point out, if farmers subsequently purchase inputs, hire labor, and access capital within the region in question (Hilchey, 2013). This subsection will outline the proposal that increased sales of regionally grown foods to institutions can have a net positive effect on the regional economy.

Studies that attempt to quantify the general or broad “impact” of local and regional agriculture on a regional economy generally estimate the potential economic value of a large increase in fruit and vegetable production and purchasing in a given region, often based on a “what-if” scenario. For example, “What if all of the end consumers for institutional food in a region consumed the USDA recommended quantities of fruits and vegetables, and these fruits and vegetables were all grown within the region?” Input-output models and tools (e.g., IMPLAN) used to calculate the direct, indirect, and induced effects of these “what-if” scenarios can be illuminating, but require a series of assumptions that may or may not reflect the actual regional economy being modeled. Such assumptions include both the parameters that are assigned to different events within the economy, as well as the nature of the regional economy itself.

A handful of recent studies that aim to quantify economic impact from regional or local food modify
the parameters in standard input-output models to obtain more accurate results – these studies, along with the recent article “Economic Impacts of Local Food Systems: Future Research Priorities” offer a review of the challenges associated with conducting and drawing inferences from a rigorous input-output study (Gunter, 2011; Hilchey, 2013; Otto et al., 2005; Swenson, 2011; Tuck, et al., 2010).

O’Hara and Pirog note four potential challenges associated with the parameters values of input-output models. The values may:

1. Be out of date
2. Be “at a coarser resolution than the researcher’s specified area of study”
3. Represent “average conditions”, while the researchers may be attempting to model specific conditions
4. May not be “based on statistical analysis”

They further recommend that researchers who use these models customize the parameters in question, and document these modifications for future comparison (Hilchey, 2013).

While regional economic “impact” studies of increased local production and consumption can include institutional purchases, most studies do not specifically address the role of FtI programs on economic development outcomes. An input-output study that pursues this line of questioning for Massachusetts would likely need to ask “What if Massachusetts producers grew enough fruit and vegetables to supply all of the wholesale institutional purchasers in Massachusetts, and these purchasers restricted their purchases of these products to only those products grown in Massachusetts?” Two studies, which use FtI programs in Colorado and Minnesota, have made some progress towards answering similar questions on smaller scales.

The Minnesota study proposed to answer the question “what is the potential economic impact of farm-to-school programs in Central Minnesota,” and to model impact that explicitly “accounted for decreased expenditures in the current supply chain and the potential for increased costs to the community in the form of higher lunch prices” (Tuck et al., 2010). Tuck et al. both conducted interviews with food service providers and farmers, and used pre-existing Minnesota food service survey demand data to frame IMPLAN scenarios. The study created scenarios under which schools serve all meals, some meals, or only special monthly meals, to model the “what if” shift in demand, and used three different prices – one price that reflects a “farm price” near to the farmer’s current market price, another “school price” that reflects the lower price that schools currently pay for equivalent product, and a third “intermediate price” that is halfway between the “farm price” and “school price.” The study finds that the largest multiplier effects result from the scenarios under which all of the products that are available locally are purchased, and where the farm price is used. However, the greatest positive regional economic effect occurs when the “school price” is used, as any higher price increases the costs to the public, which must pay for the increased cost of school meals. This result suggests that there may be a tension between achieving all FtI goals – an increase in the quantity of local foods served may not always be compatible with offering a price premium to the farmer.

The Colorado study also uses IMPLAN to “quantify the direct impact of the Weld 6 [School District] Farm to School program on the local economy” (Gunter, 2011). The Colorado study, however, goes to greater lengths to customize IMPLAN to more accurately represent the direct marketing sector (Gunter, 2011). Gunter relied more heavily on survey and secondary data than did Tuck et al. to modify farmer decision making parameter values and the relative importance of key economic decisions by all supply chain actors. The study estimated demand for the school district in question as 10% of all direct sales in Colorado for both fruits and vegetables, calculated with 2007 Census data, and further assumes an allocation of sales between fruit and vegetables based on the school district’s purchase data. Gunter models four scenarios, but...
suggests that the most accurate scenario is that under which demand is not “new”, but shifts from already existing wholesale demand, and the above mentioned modifications to IMPLAN are incorporated. In this scenario, the increased local food purchases resulted in a modest positive net effect on the regional economy.

An additional challenge for economic impact assessments is to appropriately factor in the opportunity costs of transferring land, labor and technology from one area of production to another (Swenson, 2010). Regions are distinct in both the existing areas of production that would be reduced and the potential area that could be increased. Each region is distinct in productivity of its farmland - the yields from an acre of land devoted to carrot production in Iowa may not be comparable to that of an acre of land in Massachusetts. Further, each region is distinct in the availability of productive farmland – “what if” scenarios do not generally restrict the potential supply of production.

These caveats, along with others outlined in the reports mentioned in this section, suggest that “economic impact” studies conducted with input-output models warrant a cautious reading, and that it is nearly impossible to extrapolate the findings of a particular study to predict the nature of effects in other regions.

For example, Swenson’s 2010 report sought to quantify the economic value of increasing fruit and vegetable production and consumption within each of the Upper Midwest states, and again with selected sub-regions within that region. In this report, the cost of taking agricultural land out of corn and soybean production, including subtracting income from farm workers and revenues to local seed and supply firms, e.g., was weighed against the increase in employment and revenues from new fruit and vegetable production. Similar reports in other regions likewise used input-output models and found potential positive economic effects to increased regional fruit and vegetable production and consumption, but to date these studies appear to focus on regions that would swap one agricultural use of land for another (Conner, et al., 2008; Otto & Varner, et al., 2005; VSJF, 2011).

To date, no comparable study has been conducted for Massachusetts, and it is therefore very difficult to state with any confidence that increased production and consumption of Massachusetts produced food could be a net driver of economic development in the manner often suggested. In addition to the concerns above, a key component of these studies – i.e., the switch between agricultural uses of land - does not accurately represent the trade-offs that would need to be taken into consideration in Massachusetts. The value of land in Massachusetts is relatively high and alternative uses of land are likely to return higher economic values to non-agricultural uses, and perhaps non-FrI agricultural uses. For example, the “farm real estate value” of land, which the USDA defines as an average of “the value at which all land and buildings used for agricultural production, including dwellings, could be sold under current market conditions, if allowed to
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**Figure 4. 2012 Real Estate Value of Land (USDA, 2013)**
remain on the market for a reasonable amount of time” for Massachusetts was $10,500 per acre in 2012 (USDA, Land Values, 2012). The 2012 farm real estate value per acre of land in Iowa, which had the highest average land value of the states used in Swenson’s report, was $7,000. Average land value in Vermont, which was studied in the Vermont Sustainable Jobs Fund report was $2,750 per acre, and the value per acre in Michigan, which was studied in the Conner et al. report, was $4,250. Swenson’s report used 2007 Agricultural Census and purchased IMPLAN data; the difference between Iowa and Massachusetts farm land values in 2007 was even greater - $3,958 per acre in Iowa versus $14,276 in Massachusetts (USDA, Agricultural Census, 2007).

Another important difference between the scenarios offered above and the intermediated market of interest in Massachusetts is the relationship between prices, transaction costs and the availability of supply chain infrastructure. While the Swenson study assumes that the infrastructure required for “scaling up” is available, both the Tuck and Gunter studies assume that FtI sales are direct sales, and that farmers in these scenarios absorb the additional transaction costs associated with Farm to Institution sales and earn any associated increase in the share of food dollars.

Finally, it is not entirely clear that agricultural markets for regionally differentiated goods are perfectly competitive markets. Input-output models are based on the economic assumption that the markets modeled are perfectly competitive and in equilibrium. If these markets are not, in fact, perfectly competitive, then input-output models may not have the power to illuminate economic effects of changes in the market inputs or parameters.

The diversity of the origins and goals of these programs in Massachusetts has resulted in a number of innovative FtI programs. While increasing the amount of locally or regionally produced food in institutional settings is the common short-term strategy among the programs, the end goals diverge and are often more in line with the provenance of the group that has promoted or implemented the program. However, it is generally agreed among these groups that each of the goals contribute to a larger shared vision of a more equitable and just food system. Ultimately, health goals, economic development goals, and environmental goals of FtI all depend on whether the farmer can profitably sell to the institutional market.
Part II: Massachusetts Grown Wholesale FtI Market

Whether the farmer can profitably sell to the institutional market depends on whether the product can command a price premium, or whether the costs associated with production and marketing preserve enough of the sale price for farmers. The structure of the market influences these conditions. This section introduces the language and structure of the micro-economic theories of industrial organization and information to the existing market in Massachusetts, as described by market participants in interviews, and internal organizational documents, such as annual surveys, intake sheets, and meeting notes.

This section first describes the differentiated local or regional product and how the product attributes relate to unique characteristics of the market. The context and institutions under which this market may exist are explored, including market channels, supply and demand for these products, supply chain actors, and characteristics of the supply chain with respect to contracts, information and regulation. This section will then offer five different models of operational FtI supply chains within this market in Massachusetts. Three recent USDA reports, the 2010 report “Local Food Systems: Concepts, Impacts, and Issues” and “Comparing the Structure, Size, and Performance of Local and Mainstream Food Supply Chains,” and the 2011 “Direct and Intermediated Marketing of Local Foods in the United States,” offer helpful compilations of similar regionally-grown market studies from around the country, as well as useful common sets of terms, which we employ throughout this report (King, et al., 2010; Martinez, et.al., 2010; Low & Vogel, 2011).

The scope of this section will be limited to fresh fruits and vegetables, as they represent the most common products delivered through FtI supply chains, and existing research and policy tends to be centered on these products. Massachusetts FtI programs also encompass beef, poultry, fish, and dairy supply chains (Erwin, 2012).

“Locally” or “Regionally” Differentiated Product

There is currently no concise, universal definition for what constitutes a “local” or “regional” product. The most widely referred-to guidelines are defined by Martinez et al., and rely on a spatial definition that links the products’ origins to their points of consumption, usually in terms of miles, but also in terms of the state or region (2010). Reports and studies that use USDA data tend to employ the NASS Census agricultural product designation “Direct Sales for Human Consumption” as the best proxy for “Local”, but acknowledge that this category is imperfect, as it omits products that are sold through intermediated channels, such as wholesale institutional sales through regional distributors.

However, case studies and experiments indicate that the terms “local” and “regional” may imply more than the distance between producer and consumer (Conner et al., 2012; Darby et al., 2008; Dentoni, et al., 2009; Feenstra, et al., 2011; Thilmany, et al., 2008). For consumers, these terms may carry connotations of quality and freshness, the impact that the growing practices may have on the consumers’ community and environment, and an idea that their purchase has a positive net effect on the local or regional economy (Cembalo, et al., 2012; Darby, et al., 2008; Dentoni, et al., 2012; Wirth, et al., 2012; Lusk, et al., 2006; Thilmany, et al., 2008).

These connotations are quality attributes, or characteristics of the product which indicate that consumers may be willing to pay a premium for the product, compared to a similar product without the “local” or “regional” designation. In this sense, these products are differentiated from other available products, which may look and taste the same, but do not carry additional information about the perceived impact of the consumers purchase. These quality attributes are “credence attributes,” or attributes that some consumers may believe to be true, but do
not have means to verify (Dentoni, et al., 2009; Sexton, 2012). Such information about specific qualities of regionally differentiated products – and therefore traceability and food safety attributes – is considered to be more accessible in shorter supply chains.

This implicit product differentiation is thought to create market value (Feenstra, et al., 2011, Izumi, et al., 2010; King et al., 2010; Thilmany, et al., 2008). In the case of regionally differentiated products in institutional wholesale markets, it can be difficult for an end consumer to know with certainty whether the product available for purchase meets the standards that the individual consumer has in mind. This certainty should arise from the consumers’ belief that each of the intermediaries, who prepared, purchased, sourced, transported, and grew the product, both shared these standards and verified the standards at each step along the way.

For this reason, the institutional market for regionally differentiated products is unique from both the traditional wholesale institutional market and the direct to consumer market for regionally differentiated products. Market interactions carry an additional burden of information verification. This burden can be interpreted as one of traceability and labeling, which begs the question of enforceability, or as a burden of trust and relationships, which similarly begs the question of the dependence of the market on the non-market entities that foster and monitor these relationships (Feenstra, et al., 2011).

For the purposes of this paper, we will simply allow that participants in these markets share mutually agreeable definitions of “regional” or “local”. We will use the terms “local” and “regional” interchangeably. Further discussion of the role these product attributes play in the Ftl market will be addressed in the Information, Regulation, and Contracts section below.

**Value Added vs. Not Value Added Product**

A raw product that has undergone some physical change of state prior to its purchase by the food service institution, such as primary and secondary processing, is considered a value-added product. Some examples include coined carrots or washed salad greens.

The USDA’s definition of “value added” calls for the incremental market value added to the product by its change of state to accrue to the farmer, which can occur only if the product underwent this change of state prior to its purchase by the food service providers (USDA, Value Added Producer Grant, 2012). Primary Processing in these market channels is conducted on-farm. If the same kind of processing, for example, coin-cutting carrots, is conducted in the food service kitchen by the food service management company, it is referred to as On-Site Processing, and the product is not considered to be value-added. Secondary Processing in this supply chain is assumed to be value-added because the secondary processor in Massachusetts is a non-profit organization that passes the added value on to the farmer.

**Fresh vs. Frozen or Canned Product**

Fresh marketing channels, as opposed to extended-season marketing channels, appear to account for the highest volume of “regional” sales in the country, and can be divided into intermediated supply chains and fresh direct-to-consumer supply chains (Low & Vogel, 2011). Fresh marketing channels are characterized by their short supply chains, which allow farmers to capture a larger percentage of the sales price (Low & Vogel, 2011). Farms must perform additional tasks in this supply chain, such as marketing, storage, distribution, pricing, and sales that may increase farmers’ transaction costs. Generally, small and mid-sized farms selling fresh direct (“annual sales of agricultural products are less than $250,000 for small farms and $500,000 for mid-size farms - hereafter referred to as small farms”) can absorb these additional tasks given their smaller volumes (USDA, Small and Mid- Sized Farms, 2012; Martinez, et al., 2010).

However, larger farms (over $500,000 in annual sales) either need to invest in on-farm capacity, or participate in an intermediated marketing channel (Martinez, et al, 2010; Low & Vogel, 2011). Ftl
advocates maintain that a consistent fresh wholesale sales relationship with an end purchaser in the form of a large institution allows farmers to minimize transaction costs, while capturing a high percentage of the sales price. Sales to a fresh wholesale distributor or aggregator transfer these transaction costs to the intermediaries, but reduce the percentage of the sales price that flows directly to the farmer.

The fresh marketing channel in New England is restricted by seasonality. In response, a small “extended season” intermediated wholesale marketing channel has developed in Massachusetts. This intermediated marketing channel resembles the fresh intermediated marketing channel, with the addition of a secondary processor which purchases fresh product directly from the farmer, and freezes or cans the product for sale to institutions during the winter season. Frozen or canned products undergo a series of physical changes in state that allows the product to be consumed in the off—season. Some examples include frozen broccoli or canned tomatoes. Extended-season marketing channels are those channels in which Secondary Processing has occurred.

This addition incurs additional transaction costs, and likely reduces the net income to the farmer. However, in this case the processor is also non-profit market support entity with capital costs that are already invested, and the processor uses the regional produce market wholesale price index as a benchmark price. Thus, the processor does not extract economic profits and farmers receive prices for their products that represent their best alternative prices, which are current wholesale prices.

Supply and Demand

It is a challenge to estimate the supply and demand for local or regional fruits and vegetables, particularly with respect to intermediated markets (King, et al., 2010; Low & Vogel, 2011; Timmons, 2008). While publicly available data can describe who grew what, nationally gathered data has not historically identified product channels – it is difficult to say to whom products were sold. In addition, aggregated consumer purchases of fruits and vegetables are not publicly available, so it is difficult to describe the actual demand for fruits and vegetables in general, much less for fruits and vegetables that come from a specified area and are sold to consumers within that area. Practitioners and researchers do not generally have access to food distributors’ private data, which can track where product is purchased and where it is sold. It is a challenge to track sales of a product grown in a specified area, particularly in New England, with relatively small states and distribution networks centered in multi-state regions.

It is clearly a challenge, then, to further isolate the relationship between Massachusetts farmers and Massachusetts institutions using publicly available data. The supply of, and demand for, fruit and vegetable products for FtI programs in Massachusetts overlaps with FtI programs in other New England states. This paper will not attempt to quantify either supply or demand in this market. Instead, this section will mention some of the methods used to estimate supply and demand of local or regional products, and offer data that describes the overall agricultural trends in Massachusetts. Placed alongside national characteristics of direct-to-consumer and the intermediated markets described in the Massachusetts Grown Wholesale Market section above, this section sketches the supply and demand in the FtI intermediated wholesale market in the state.

The USDA’s National Agriculture Statistical Service (NASS) takes a census of agriculture every five years, and conducts annual surveys. However, past data collection has primarily emphasized producer and product characteristics, and has not requested detailed information about the various supply chains through which agricultural products flow. Data that track the number of farms participating in direct-to-consumer supply chains (a farmer who sells directly to the end consumer, e.g., at a farmers’ market, roadside stand, or through a CSA) and the value of these sales has been collected since 1978. However,
survey questions that elicit information about intermediated supply chains were introduced in the 2008 Agricultural Resource Management Survey (ARMS) survey conducted by the Economic Research Service (ERS), and only the 2011 ARMS separated questions on direct-to-consumer sales from intermediated sales and requested information that could allow researchers to quantify the role of institutional markets in intermediated marketing channels (Low & Vogel, 2011).

National 2008 ARMS data suggests that including locally marketed food that flows through intermediated market channels (farmers’ sales to local retail, restaurants, and regional distributors) increases the estimated volume of “local food” about four-fold, compared to the volume suggested by the NASS census that tracks direct-to-consumer sales (Low & Vogel, 2011). The value of the food that flows through intermediated channels is three times that marketed through direct-to-consumer channels. While farms of all sizes sell through each of these marketing channels, more large farms sell through intermediated market channels with more supply chain steps, and more small farms sell through market channels with fewer supply chain steps (Low & Vogel, 2011). Nationally, USDA researchers estimate that for farms of all sizes who market local foods, 61% of gross farm sales are local foods (Low & Vogel, 2011). Low and Vogel further suggest that the high share of local food sales demonstrates integration of these farms into existing direct-to-consumer and intermediated supply chains (2011).

While the number of farms in Massachusetts has increased in the last 5 years, these farms decreased in size (USDA, 2012). At the same time, the number of farms engaged in direct-to-consumer sales has increased, as has the per farm sales of direct-to-consumer marketed products (USDA, 2012). “The value of sales directly to consumers on a per farm basis” in 2007 was $25,356 in Massachusetts, which places the Commonwealth at the second highest per farm value of direct to consumer sales in the nation (USDA, 2011).

Studies do quantify the existing overall production of fresh fruits and vegetables in Massachusetts, and attempt to quantify the amount of production consumed locally, with varying degrees of success. Fruit and nut tree farms and vegetable and melon farms in Massachusetts reported the market value of products grown in Massachusetts in 2007 at $58,995,669, or about 32% of the total market value of all farm products grown in the state; however, it is unclear what proportion of these sales were in-state, much less whether they were sold directly or through distributors to institutions, restaurants, processors, or retail operations (USDA, 2012). Timmons et al. used 2002 NASS data to estimate that a maximum of 5.6% of all foods grown in Massachusetts were sold as direct-to-consumer “local” foods (2008). For this to increase, some combination of increased farm productivity and the amount of land in production would need to increase. Increasing these factors may be a challenge in Massachusetts: “While Massachusetts has 519,000 acres of land in farms, only 119,000 acres of that land is cropland with prime agricultural soils—the best land for food production” (Bowell, et al., 2008).

It is not known how the increase in the percentage of Massachusetts schools that participate in Fit, described in the introduction above, translates into the dollar value or quantity of product sold. While some schools are committed to increasing the volume of product they purchase, others only buy occasionally. The University of Massachusetts Amherst, for example, now purchases about 25% of its produce regionally, while some schools purchase one delivery of apples each year (Toong, 2010). The consensus at this time seems to be that there are very few scenarios under which the supply of Massachusetts grown products could keep up with the institutional demand for these regionally grown products (Erwin, 2012). In 2013, the USDA’s Food and Nutrition Service conducted the first-ever National Farm to School Census, which asked public school districts about their participation in Farm to School programs. The results, when available, may be able to help quantify the current dollar value of
demand for Farm to School purchases in public school districts.

**Market Channels**

The wholesale farm to institution market in Massachusetts is an intermediated market for locally-based differentiated products, comprised of five different marketing channels that are characterized by:

- How many times the product changes hands, or the potential “degree of markup”, explained in detail below.
- Whether the product has “undergone a change in physical state” – referred to as value-added or not value-added (i.e., washed, peeled, or chopped), and
- Whether the product is fresh, or frozen / canned (USDA Value-Added Producer Grant, 2012; Low & Vogel, 2011).

The use of the term “direct sales” poses a challenge in this scheme. According to Low and Vogel, literature on FtI frequently describes sales between a farm and an institution as “direct”, although it is understood that there is an additional sale from the institution to the end consumer – the student, patient, etc. “Generally, marketing channels are classified as intermediated when local food products pass through one or more intermediate steps in the local food supply chain before reaching the consumer” (King, et al., 2010). The rest of this document will abandon the term “direct,” and instead refer to the degree of markup.

The market channels, in turn, are comprised of supply chains. The supply chains are models of relationships between different “supply chain actors” -- the farm businesses, aggregators, processors, distributors, food service providers, and other organizational entities that support markets. In this paper, end consumers, such as students and patients, are also referred to as supply chain actors. The lifecycle of the supply chain is modeled linearly, and actors are defined relative to other actors.

“Upstream actors” refers to those firms whose actions are nearer the beginning of the chain, and “downstream actors” refers to those firms and consumers whose actions are nearer the end of the chain (Waldmen et al., 2007). For example, a food service provider is upstream of the consumer, but downstream of the farmer.

**Markup**

Potential “degrees of mark-up” refers to the minimum numbers of transactions through which the product has changed hands. Each time the product changes hands, a transaction cost is incurred, and there is potential to add a “markup.” The concept of markup arises from the ability of the supply chain actor to add an economic profit margin to a product, above the transaction cost to perform the supply chain step (Carlton & Perloff, 2005). Economic profit refers to profit that is extracted above and beyond the transaction costs incurred, including the cost of foregoing all other opportunities. Markup occurs when the supply chain actor possesses some degree of market power. In a perfectly competitive economy, like those modeled in the “Local Foods as Economic Development” section above, it is assumed that sellers do not make an economic profit from sales. It is difficult to say, at this stage, whether or how much market power any of the supply chain actors in the FtI supply chain actually have, and therefore whether any markup charged by a supply chain actor accrues as profit to that actor or is simply a reflection of the transaction costs incurred by that actor. However, this concept is included because it:

a) Provides terminology to differentiate between gradations of long or short supply chains

b) Highlights a major question that must be asked in future research in order to determine the long term viability of FtI supply chains.

It is also important to note that in FtI supply chains, market power could be exercised to achieve non-economic, values-based outcomes (Izumi, et al., 2010).
A low degree of markup, or “3rd degree marginalization”, indicates that the product has changed hands at least twice – once from the farmer to the food service provider, and once from the food service provider to the final consumer (what is referred to as “direct sales” in much of the literature). A medium degree of markup, or “4th degree marginalization”, indicates that the product has changed hands three times – from the farmer to a distributor, and from the distributor to the food service provider, and then from the food service provider to the consumer. A high degree of markup, or “5th degree marginalization” indicates that the product has changed hands at least four times – from the farmer to a processor, from the processor to a distributor, from the distributor to the food service provider, and then from the food service provider to the consumer. Note that in each of these cases, an additional transaction may occur when an upstream farmer-aggregator aggregates product from a number of different farmers prior to selling it downstream. This happens more frequently as the volume of product required by a downstream purchaser increases.

The products that move through the 3rd and 4th degree marginalization marketing channels may either be completely unprocessed, fresh produce when they are delivered to the food service provider, or they may be products that undergo some primary processing. For example, whole, unpeeled carrots without the greens are considered non-value added products, while peeled, coin-cut carrots are considered to have gone through some primary processing. In Massachusetts, some farms have primary processing equipment on site; often these farmers will act as aggregators and purchase unprocessed produce from other farmers, perform some primary processing on the product, and then sell the product to the downstream actor.

Unique to Massachusetts, at the time of this writing, is an operational extended-season processing facility that has the capacity to freeze or can large quantities of product for sales in the off-season. This marketing channel is 5th degree marginalized.

Direct-to-consumer sales referred to in much of the literature would be characterized as 2nd degree marginalization, from the farmer directly to the consumer. This is clearly not likely in the institutional wholesale supply chain.

**Supply Chain Actors**

This section defines and describes the people, businesses, and organizations that move food between farmers and institutions in Massachusetts.

**Farms**

Farms that participate in Fti are generally small to mid - sized farms, with revenues between $50,000 and $250,000 (Low & Vogel, 2011). Some of these farmers play the role of aggregator. They aggregate product from other farmers to sell downstream (Diamond & Barham, 2012). Some of these farmers conduct Primary Processing.

**Aggregators**

Aggregators need not be farmers – they can also be private firms or co-operatives of farmers who operate an aggregation business collectively. Aggregators source product from a number of different farmers for sale downstream, often in order to meet the volume required by the downstream producer. Farmers may aggregate and then conduct Primary Processing.

**Secondary Processors**

Secondary Processors, as described in this supply chain, transform freshly harvested product from a farmer or aggregator into a value-added product by changing its physical state (USDA, Value Added Producer Grant, 2012). Processors may include farm operations, aggregators, and processing facilities. Primary processing refers to the first (and often only) round of processing, peeling or chopping freshly harvested vegetables, for example. In some supply chains, primary processing is performed by food service providers, which we will refer to as on-site processing. Depending on the supply chain actor and their institutional capacities, this processing may be
performed manually or by large, specialized machinery. Secondary processing preserves the product and allows it to be served in institutions out of season – for example, freezing or canning. Specialized facilities with large capacities are generally required to perform secondary processing efficiently and according to food safety requirements. These products are referred to as extended season products.

**Broadline Distribution Companies**

Broadline Distribution Companies source and stock a wide range of food and food service products, and offer these products to institutional purchasers. Distributors purchase product from the farmer or processor, at times process the product, and then sell the product to institutions. Distributors source and provide access to a wide variety of perishable and non-perishable goods, and perform a number of services in institutional food service markets (Izumi, et al., 2006). Broadline distribution companies may require food businesses to meet packaging and labeling requirements, which provide important information for tracking and rotating stock (Audile et al., 2012).

**Regional Produce Distribution Companies**

Regional Produce Distribution Companies source, store, and deliver usually fresh produce to institutional purchasers. These companies may offer a more limited range of specialized products. Some regional distributors adopt a “we don’t own it” policy, where the services contracted may include brokerage and transportation, but the distributor never takes ownership over the product, even when the product is in physical possession of the distributor.

**Food Service Providers**

Food Service Providers may receive freshly harvested product (not value-added), value-added product, or extended season product. If they receive non-value added products they may need to process the product in some way (peel or chop carrots, e.g.). Food service providers prepare meals and sell these meals to consumers, which in this example are students. To sell the product to students, food service providers engage in a number of supply chain activities. They also plan meals, source product, meet federal and state nutrition guidelines, hire and train food service staff, receive, bill and invoice suppliers, etc.

**Institutions**

Institutions such as schools, hospitals, group homes, and nursing homes either have in-house food service staff, or contract with a food service management company. Many of these institutions are funded from government sources, operate as bidders on publicly funded contracts, or receive remittances from government sources. This funding goes hand in hand with requirements to provide meals that meet nutritional standards. In addition, certain kinds of funds (notably for schools with students who qualify for free and reduced meals) correspond with the availability of very low cost food from the USDA.

Food service companies that pursue procurement of locally grown foods will likely have more market power than individual in-house food service operations, because they may be able to aggregate demand from many different institutions. A very large institution, such as a university or urban school district that operates without a food service management company may also wield market power because of the ability to aggregate demand. The mix of public funds and à la carte payments for meals can impact an institution’s ability to purchase specialty items, such as regionally or locally produced food. Paradoxically, schools with lower à la carte sales and higher free and reduced lunch percentages receive larger and more regular quantities of USDA foods, which allow them more flexibility in their procurement budgets. This counterintuitive result arises because the comparatively low cost of USDA foods frees up purchasing dollars in the food budget for other purchases.

Smaller institutions, institutions in agricultural regions and/or in communities that advocate for regional procurement, may have additional flexibility in their procurement options (King, et al., 2010). Some states or localities have passed ordinances that allow schools to bypass low-bid offers for a certain
percentage of regional purchases. In some cases, the proximity of regional farms and community-based relationships pave the way for regional procurement (King, et al., 2010). Some of the incompatibilities between a farm operation and an institution can be mitigated by institutional infrastructure that has not been “updated” and therefore de-equipped, i.e., for institutional kitchens that still have ovens, stovetops, blenders and choppers, instead of only microwaves and steam heat trays.

**Support entities**

Support entities include a wide range of organizations that provide some level of market support to any of the supply chain actors in FII programs. Often these entities are considered to be outside of the market, and are not modeled as supply chain actors, but as they have historically served and continue to serve certain key market roles, we include them in the model. The Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resources funds assistance to introduce the market to both farmers and institutions. Non-profit organizations such as MFTSP and SEMAP act as modified brokers, in the sense that they collect information regarding different supply chain actors’ preferences and capacities, and link and encourage relationships between these actors. These organizations, along with others such as Community Involved in Sustaining Agriculture (CISA) and national organizations like the National Farm to School Network offer tools for both farmers and institutions to use as they navigate these new markets, including how-to’s, sample procurement forms, best practices, and workshops. In the extended season supply chain, the Franklin County Community Development Corporation (FCCDC) has a pure market role as processor, including negotiating prices and contracts and taking ownership of product. Non-profits also provide marketing services, and develop marketing tools to communicate the value of the differentiated product (i.e., “local food”) – some examples include posters, calendars, trading cards, and events, such as the Massachusetts Harvest for Schools Week, which takes place each September. These entities have worked to change the political and regulatory landscape regarding local, state, and federal levels with successes that range from new nutrition guidelines to new preferential purchasing agreements. Finally, the continued involvement of these entities has served the critical role of verifying the characteristics of the regionally differentiated product, and communicating that the product meets the requirement of credibility to both upstream and downstream actors.

**Consumers**

Consumers in the supply chain examples are students who purchase meals from food service providers and, in some cases, their parents.

**Information, Regulation, and Contracts**

End consumers and institutional purchasers may find it challenging to confirm information about a “local” product. As discussed above, a “local” product implies a number of product attributes. Some of these attributes relate to the product itself – it is presumed to be fresher, and therefore have better taste and texture, and perhaps an improved nutrient profile. Some of the attributes relate to the process that has produced the product; for example, consumers presume that the product was grown with fewer chemical inputs, it traveled fewer food miles than comparable products, it was grown within a certain distance from its purchase, or farmers and farm workers earned a living wage in its production. Process attributes may also relate to the food safety associated with the product – because it is grown locally, farmers may be compelled to ensure that the product is not spoiled or contaminated. Finally, some of these attributes relate to the presumed implications of purchasing the product: that purchasing the product keeps productive farmland in use; that money earned is used in the community and has a multiplier effect that benefits the entire community and that is greater than the multiplier for non-“local” food. Some of the attempts to verify whether these presumed attributes are accurate are addressed above. To reiterate, there is no industry-accepted standard to date that offers, labels, or
enforces whether the “local” product does exhibit any of these product attributes.

The supply chain modeled in Figure 5 shows where the ownership of the product and/or the physical possession of the product are transferred. But each of these points also shows where product information is transferred, as well as where market supports may be offered, transaction costs may be incurred, or economic profits may be captured. Product attribute information may be explicitly communicated—a farmer may tell an institutional buyer that the product was grown without pesticides and harvested that morning, or a farmer may label a box of peppers with the farm name and address. The product attribute information may also be implicitly communicated—the product is labeled as “local” on a distributor’s price list, or a market support entity has recommended a farmer to a purchaser, but they do not exchange specific product information outside of price and quantity ordered.

Contracts in this market can range from a “handshake” agreement, to standard arms-length contracts, to extensive site visits and requirements to become an “approved vendor,” to contract farming. The nature of specific contracts and the transfer of product information will be described below for each supply chain example.

While the contractual arrangements vary, food service management companies that pursue local food increasingly require certification that the food purchased meets stringent food safety requirements. Farmers can be required to obtain Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) certification and purchase additional Food Safety Liability Insurance (FSLI). Processors are required to create and follow Hazard and Critical Control Point (HACCP) plans and Good Manufacturing Plans (GMP), as well as meet local, state, and federal requirements for sanitation of processing equipment and facilities, and train employees in food safety. Each of these food safety regulations, while indispensable for ensuring the safety of the food supply, can add considerable fixed costs to a farm operation that sells to institutions.

In addition to regulating food safety, some laws serve to advance the purchase of local foods, under the same presumptions about the social and economic impacts of product attributes mentioned above. Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 7, Sections 23B contains a preferential purchasing policy for state agencies to “give preference to food products grown or produced in Massachusetts” (Leib, 2012). This law “requires state agencies to purchase food products grown in Massachusetts, unless the price is more than 10% higher than the price of out-of-state products” (Leib, 2012). While the regulations are “required,” they do not appear to be legally binding (Leib, 2012). An additional regulation, Chapter 30B, Section 20, however, does allow state agencies some latitude to justify and make individual in-state purchases up to $25,000 without seeking quotes (Leib, 2012). This regulation applies to all public schools.

The roles of information, contracts, and regulations carry a heavier burden, and are significantly less codified in the regional wholesale FtI market than in other wholesale markets. Because the product does not pass directly from farmer to consumer, the “relationship-based” verification of product information relies upon not one, but a series of relationships. Individual consumers prefer certain “local” product attributes over others, and without either a total convergence of every intermediary buyer and sellers’ preferences for “local” or a clear line of explicit information, it is unlikely that each consumers’ presumed menu of “local” product attributes is achieved in this market.

Supply Chain Examples

Figure 5 models five different supply chain examples for Massachusetts FtI markets. These five chains illustrate the variety of supply chains within the marketing channels observed in Massachusetts. This section describes each individual supply chain, and identifies which supply chain actors absorb transaction costs, which supply chain actors make transaction costs explicit, how information flows, and what kinds of contracts are common.
### The Wholesale Regionally-Grown Intermediated Market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marketing Channel</th>
<th>Fresh 3rd Degree</th>
<th>Fresh 4th Degree</th>
<th>Extended Season 5th Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supply Chains</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Coordination</td>
<td>Support Entities</td>
<td>Support Entities</td>
<td>Support Entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Supplies</td>
<td>Farmers</td>
<td>Farmers</td>
<td>Farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate</td>
<td>Aggregator</td>
<td>Aggregator</td>
<td>Aggregator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Processing</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution 1</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Processing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Site Processing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Preparation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>Final Consumer</td>
<td>Final Consumer</td>
<td>Final Consumer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend:**
- Actor
- Occasional Actor

Figure 5. Regionally Grown Intermediated FII Market
Supply Chain #1

Support entities introduce the market relationship concept of FtI to both farmers and schools. The support entities may assist or provide tools for farmers and schools to use to begin a market relationship, including sets of questions and expectations for each supply chain actor to consider. Questions and expectations might address choice of crops, seasonality, price, quantity, quality and specifications, ordering, packaging, delivery, billing, and marketing (MFTSP, 2012). Some support entities work with farmers to determine how entering this market might impact their farm business, and some entities work with institutions to determine how to best incorporate FtI purchases into their menus and school wellness plans, including how to train food service staff. This work is sometimes referred to as “building relationships.” Relationships or networks resulting from relationships can also be framed in terms of market interactions: providing assistance in market development and establishing the veracity of information and product attributes. Despite this initial assistance, after a market relationship between farmers and purchasers is established, contracts are generally standard arms-length transactions.

The farmer plans the crop, purchases inputs such as seed and fertilizer, grows and harvests the product. The farmer contacts the food service provider to schedule delivery, delivers the product, usually along with a handwritten invoice. The food service company receives and inspects the product, and...

Figure 6. Regionally Grown Intermediated FtI Supply Chain #1

Figure 7. Regionally-Grown, Intermediated FtI Supply Chain #2
upon approval submits the invoice to the billing department for payment. The food service provider plans meals and menus that include the product. The food service company performs any needed on-site processing, prepares the meal, sells, and serves the product to the consumer.

In this supply chain, the institution conducts the On-Site primary processing. The institution absorbs nearly all of the transaction costs associated with this market – from the added cost of time spent planning with the farmer, to developing and implementing non-standard food procurement and payment protocols, to cleaning and chopping produce that staff would not otherwise need to process, and to marketing and selling the product to the end consumer.

The farmer also absorbs transaction costs, but these are few compared to other F2I supply chains. This supply chain offers the fewest supply chain steps and the fewest intermediaries, and as a result should come the nearest to generating a relatively high margin for the farmer with relatively few external transaction costs.

Over time, the food service provider’s role may evolve to help the farmer plan which and how many crops to plant, quality control, food safety, marketing, and additional value-added activities such as farm tours, or including farmers in institutional activities. These overlaps have some characteristics that are similar to vertically restricted supply chains present in contract farming, where the downstream purchaser begins to have more control over upstream activities (Carmeli, et.al, 2007).

Supply Chain #2
This supply chain is nearly identical to Supply Chain #1 described in detail above. Information transfer, contracting, and most transaction cost responsibility remain the same.

The distinction between Supply Chains #1 and #2 is that the Primary Processing supply chain step is moved from the food service company’s role to the farmer’s role. The farmer has primary processing capacities on-farm, and creates a value-added product to sell to the institution. The food service providers no longer need to perform primary processing on-site.

While some institutions may be willing and able to pay a premium for this product, as intended by the characterization of “value-added,” this product will generally transfer some, if not most, of the transaction costs described above as accruing to the institution, to the farmer, instead.

Supply Chain #3
This supply chain builds on Supply Chain #1, and adds the supply chain steps of Distribution and Storage, undertaken by a broadline or regional distributor downstream of the farmer or aggregator. The distributor picks up fresh produce that is not value-added from the farmer. In some cases, a distributor
may deliver the product directly to the institution, but usually the product is brought to a centralized storage facility and either aggregated or divided for delivery to an institution.

As FtI programs have become more prevalent, the lack of operational compatibility between farmers and institutions has increasingly become a barrier to the success of many programs, particularly when the institutions are relatively large, or are far away from the farmers. Supply chains that include distributors which aggregate product and provide delivery and billing services removes these barriers by transferring the transaction costs to the intermediary, but may correspondingly lower the price paid to the farmer.

Most distributors take ownership of the product when they pick it up from a farmer. Distributors, therefore, are cautious about the quality and safety of the product that they distribute. Distributors can require farmers to purchase FSLI, get GAP certification, to use particular kinds of containers or on-farm storage facilities to control for heat and humidity. Farmers who work with a distributor may have to make up-front investments (and incur explicit transaction costs) in order to be in compliance with distributors’ requirements.

Contracts in these supply chains can vary, but many of these transactions are conducted as arm's-length transactions. The transfer of farm- and product-specific information can vary widely with the distribution company.

**Supply Chain #4**

This supply chain is like Supply Chain #2 in that the farmer conducts primary processing. It is like Supply Chain #3 in that it includes distribution. In this supply chain, the farmer adds value to the product, but then relies on distribution. Like Supply Chain #3, distribution can resolve operational incompatibilities between farmers and institutions through aggregation, billing services and distribution, but can add up front transaction costs for farmers and can compromise the transfer of farm- and product-specific information.

**Supply Chain #5**

This supply chain builds upon #4 above, but adds a supply chain step downstream of the farmer and upstream of the distributor. This step, Secondary Processing, creates another change in physical state, where the product is frozen or canned for sale in the off season. This extended season product is then picked up by a distributor and delivered to a storage facility before it is delivered to the food service provider. Secondary Processing allows Massachusetts farm products that are locally grown to satisfy markets that were previously inaccessible due to seasonality. In this value chain, the processing facility conducts primary processing.
Transactions costs in this supply chain are primarily absorbed by the processor. Federal, state and local regulations require the processor to maintain strict facility and employee food safety certifications and protocols. In some cases, distributors or large food service management companies may impose additional food safety requirements, and contracts between food service companies, distributors, and processors will provide for these requirements. Transaction costs for the farmer in this supply chain can vary. For the most part, these costs are similar to those in Supply Chain #4, although the processor’s need for a large delivery at a particular time and day adds labor, transportation, and storage costs.

Figure 10. Regionally Grown, Intermediated FtI Supply Chain #5
Part III: Summary and Future Research

Massachusetts’ farm to institution programs have steadily increased in number and volume of product bought and sold over the last fifteen years. There are many inherently attractive aspects to Farm to Institution projects — it is uncommon that a relatively simple idea has the power to link such a wide variety of social problems with an enterprise-based and culturally inspiring solution. Can this simple idea actually deliver the hoped-for benefits to all actors in a way that satisfies all of the constraints? Can the large scale of institutional purchasing of Massachusetts grown food by Massachusetts institutions improve health outcomes, provide farmers with improved farm viability and contribute to economic development? If FtI sales do not contribute to farm viability, is it possible to achieve the nutrition, environmental, and economic development related goals?

The answers to these questions are unclear. While a significant amount of work and thought has been devoted to the promotion and assessment of individual programs, there is very little evidence available to show whether or not these goals are being, or can be, met on a regional scale. This paper has offered a framework by which farmer viability in FtI markets can be analyzed.

The FtI market is an interesting subset of the “local foods” trend. The product itself is differentiated by process and product attributes, most of which are credence attributes. Some of these attributes relate to the product itself, but some relate to the perceived impact of the product. Additionally, product attributes are impacted by process attributes that depend on the marketing channel and supply chains through which the product flows. Because of this, the market for regionally produced goods and its ability to preserve a premium price that passes through to a farmer may depend on market structure, the market power of the supply chain actors, and by whom the transaction costs are absorbed.

The market for the differentiated product may flow through different market channels. These market channels can have different opportunities for markup.

The supply of and demand for these products is difficult to quantify, other than to say that both appear to be growing. That supply and demand are growing implies that the market will continue to grow, though it will have boundaries in the natural capacity of productive farmland in the area.

The role of information in much of this market is currently very informal, and this lack of formality is reflected in the preponderance of arms—length contracts between supply chain actors. Regulation in this market is generally pursued by private companies which aim to ensure food safety in supply chains with higher degrees of marginalization. These companies do not emphasize the role of explicit product information; larger distribution and food service companies appear to be slow to decide that detailed product information beyond the label “local” may be valuable.

If demand for this product continues to grow, there are a number of factors that will need to be considered to determine whether the purported goals are being, or can be, achieved. These considerations are offered as possible future research areas.

The first consideration, particularly given the relative scarcity and high opportunity cost of productive farmland in the Commonwealth, is whether FtI programs should focus on state-specific procurement or on regional procurement. Massachusetts has the highest population density in New England. New England, as a relatively small region, shares existing food system infrastructure between Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont and Rhode Island. The New England states’ productive farmland is much greater than Massachusetts’ alone. To connect potential
supply to potential demand, many FIn programs in New England, including Massachusetts, are pursuing regional markets.

The second consideration is whether the end consumers of institutional food prefer “local” enough to pay a premium price for it. If so, will that premium be enough to cover the additional transaction costs associated with the relative supply chain? Will that premium price generate a return to the farmer comparable to that returned through direct marketing, or through wholesale marketing?

Finally, is this market perfectly competitive or do some supply chain actors exert market power? Are all of the supply chain actors price-takers, or do some supply chain actors, in particular distribution and food service companies, have enough market power to extract economic profit, in addition to covering their transaction costs?
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